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Everyday convenience, done better




Explore innovative packaging solutions that solve today's real-life problems.







View Innovations
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Custom designs to meet your needs




Working with Graphic Packaging is not just buying a product. We work with you along the way to help solve your problems and innovate solutions.







See How We Work
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	Clip-Style Multipack Machinery
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	Fully Enclosed Multipack Machinery
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	Wrap-Style Multipack Machinery
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	Custom Machines



	



	
			
				


You are fully supported by our parts and services team




Our parts and services teams provide full support for customers who have our machinery systems, with after-hours emergency support available.







Contact our parts and services team
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	Food
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	Foodservice
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	Home and Garden
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	Personal Care
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	Pet Care
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	Beauty
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	e-Commerce






	
		
			


Custom designs to meet your needs




Working with Graphic Packaging is not just buying a product. We work with you along the way to help solve your problems and innovate solutions.







See how we work
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Marksman™ SB




The Marksman™ SB machine is designed to apply wrap-style packaging to multipacks of stacked plastic bowls. It includes patented, market-proven, wrap-locking technology that eliminates the need for glue. 




The Marksman SB is easy to operate and maintain and offers quick changeovers.




View brochure
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Marksman SB Benefits
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Operational Efficiency





Robust construction and functional design




	Stainless steel frame with clear visibility and sliding guard doors for easy walk-in access 
	Interior machine lighting is color coded to identify machine operating condition 





More production, less maintenance  




	Fewer parts, adjustments, chains, drive points 
	Improved accessibility and better carton control from the feeder to the discharge 
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Convenience





No-tool changeover 




	Quick, simple and repeatable changeovers 
	IQ Tablet provides changeover checklist and video guidance 
	Changeover time of 5-10 minutes 





Predictive maintenance program  




	We can manage your machine’s maintenance with our market proven PMP program, that helps plan down-time, enable better budgeting, and improve partnerships. 



















See the Marksman SB in Action




The Marksman SB machine is designed to apply wrap-style packaging to multipacks of stacked plastic bowls.


























Marksman SB Specifications
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Speeds





	Line: 294 bowls/min  
	Surge: 337 bowls/min 





* Speeds dependent on bowl sizes and pack configurations 
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Primary Container and Pack Configuration





	Pack styles: straight wrap
	Plastic tub size ranges: 
	Diameter: 135 mm  
	Height: 36 mm  
	Volume: 210 grams* 
	Standard: fixed, single diameter, and multiple heights 








*Other sizes available, contact us to discuss your requirements 























Features and Applications






Standard Features




	Market-proven standard lock
	Venturi vacuum system
	Solid lube bearings
	10,000 carton capacity magazine
	Lock-detection with reject in machine








Applications




	Dairy
	Frozen food
	Fresh and chilled food
	Dry food
	Ready meals 

















Related Machinery 
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Marksman™ 10
The ultimate in convenience and portability, the Marksman™ 10 wrap locking module requires no power as it is operated by manually pushing the pack through the unit. It’s ideally suited for low-volume needs such as market trials or special editions.

Read more
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Marksman™ 30
The Marksman™ 30 is a semi-automated wrap-style multipack machine that allows the operator to feed primary containers and cartons into the machine at any rate desired.

Read more
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Marksman™ 70
The Marksman™ 70 is a low-speed, fully automatic wrap-style packaging machine, that occupies minimal floor space. 

Read more
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Marksman™ 750JC
The Marksman™ JC is a variation of the Marksman™ 750 machine designed to run common dairy cups with joined lids.

Read more
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Wrap-Style Multipack Cartons for Food and Beverage Applications
Wrap-style multipack solutions offer the right amount of coverage to protect and secure your food or beverage products while maintaining visibility of the primary pack. Differentiate your pack with innovative wrap styles such as straight, top and bottom gusset, or add features such as panels or integrated handle and opening options.

Read more
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